
Optimizing the Productivity of Your Organization: 
Which Programs Help and Which Hurt?



People Analytics and Planning for Business

 Transform workforce data into business intelligence

 Tools and training to quantify workforce decisions

 Help HR to partner with Finance

Vision: a future in which Human Capital data as key to business decisions as financial data is today.

 Focus on Workforce Analytics and Planning

 Created Human Capital Financial Statements

 Workforce Analytics and Planning experts

About HCMI

About the Presenter

As a workforce analytics manager at HCMI, Stephen specializes in synthesizing, analyzing and 
visualizing seemingly disparate data sets to uncover key workforce insights that link to 
business results. Stephen combines experience in workforce analytics applied statistical 
analysis, and organizational research to help companies make better data-driven decisions.

Stephen Weltz – Manager, HCMI
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Why Some Programs Fail– Mismatched 
Strategy



When Strategies Don’t Align
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A recipe for programs that hurt more than help

FINANCE

CEO directed Finance to 
control workforce cost.

CEO

HR

CEO directed HR to bring the best 
talent possible onboard.



Example: The Lock & Key of Workforce Strategy
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Alignment between workforce and business strategy

IF… THEN…
If the lock is to consistently achieve 10% 
revenue growth and 12% profit growth for 
the next three years.

The key is to find out what it is we can do from 
a workforce strategy standpoint to enable the 
organization to achieve this goal.

WORKFORCE STRATEGYBUSINESS STRATEGY
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Issue

• The CEO of a midsized financial services firm based in the southwestern U.S. felt uncomfortable with 

the speed and frequency of promotions in the organization, driven by the company’s rapid growth and 

need to fill managerial and critical operational roles to support and sustain company growth.CEO was 
concerned company was overpaying and overpromoting

Initial Program

 CEO required a special meeting for all potential promotions to be discussed and reviewed

 Promotions plummeted, with managers too afraid to present employees for promotion

 Increased turnover rate among high performers, who had better career opportunities elsewhere

Insights and Results

 Promotions accounted for less than 1% of total cost of workforce

 Promotion costs paled in comparison to costs of losing and replacing high performers

 Monthly promotion review committee was ended 

 HR set up revised promotion policies that encouraged regular promotions on a defined career path

Case Study: Guarding the Wrong Gate

©  Human Capital Management Institute
https://www.hcmi.co/post/bringing-hr-and-finance-together-with-analytics

https://www.hcmi.co/post/bringing-hr-and-finance-together-with-analytics


1st 2nd 3rd 4th

Commute Distance Quartile

Operations Staff Sales Staff Customer Service

Skilled & Semi-Skilled IT Professional Professional Staff

Management

Example: Challenging Conventional Wisdom
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Preventing a well-meaning but damaging recruiting program

 Issue: In exit interviews, commute distance is cited 
as the reason for leaving.

 Management’s proposal, limit recruiting to people 
within 30 minutes

 Action: Statistical analysis, segmenting workforce by 
category, job family & job title etc.

 Outcome: No correlation, however distinct patterns 
by location & job category.

• Senior management is the group with the longest 
commute and lowest turnover

 Golden Nugget: Relationship between commute & 
total compensation

Med

High

Low

Hypothesis: People turnover/stay because of commute distance

Annual turnover cost = $50M

Savings from a 10% reduction $5.0M

Turnover



Poll Question
How often do programs in your organization demonstrate positive 

ROI?



Assessing Programs – Calculating ROI



Workforce Productivity: A Framework for Measuring ROI
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What you need to know about Workforce Productivity

Productivity = The value people create while turning resources 
into services & sales.  

*Profit, Market Capitalization and effects like  Quality, Efficiency and Satisfaction.

Which has more impact on productivity:

 A 10% decrease to Inputs?                             = 6, a 15% productivity gain

 A 10% increase in Outputs?                           = 10, a 25% productivity gain

©  Human Capital Management Institute



Workforce Productivity Key Input Metric
Total Cost of Workforce
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=Total Cost of Workforce

Total workforce direct business costs + HR, including:

+   Employee compensation (salaries/wages, incentives, overtime,  equity & other pay) 

+   Contingent temporary / contract labor (costs)

+   Employee benefits and perks (costs)

+   HR function (costs e.g., recruiting, training & support) 

+   Retiree or inactive workforce costs* (costs)

Why is TCOW important?

• Workforce costs are the largest cost (average 70% of operating 

expenses)

• What gets poorly measured, gets poorly managed

• In growth: budgets, requisitions and position control leave too 

many holes

• In decline: shows how much to cut

• Need for a metric to manage the complexity that is the workforce

• Existing cost control tools don’t work (what tools?)

– Status quo drives the binge (hiring) / purge (layoff) cycles

– Off-shoring/Outsourcing reduce costs but not competition

• How does TCOW Control Costs?

– Set targets to budget, forecast, benchmark or improvement goals

– Link to new hire requisitions, hiring freezes, bonus-incentive payouts

– Benchmark business unit and organizational performance

• Compare TCOW as a % of Revenue

• Compare TCOW as a % of Total Expenses

• 1% TCOW savings at a Fortune 500™ co. = $30 million

©  Human Capital Management Institute



Calculating ROI
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Analyzing expected results

©  Human Capital Management Institute

• Calculate the Inputs and Outputs of the Program
 Consider costs in context of TCOW
 Consider whole talent management lifecycle
 Emphasis on financial impact

• Subtract Inputs from Outputs to get the total ROI
 (Output – Input)/Input for return ratio

• Compare multiple scenarios
 Include the cost of “What if we do Nothing?”
 Give a best case, worst case, and most likely



The Linkage Model
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Roadmap for creating a linkage between human capital and financial performance

High-Level Linkage Model

HUMAN CAPITAL

 Recruiting

 Training

 Mobility

 Engagement

 Leadership

 Retention

CUSTOMER

 Satisfaction

 Net Promoters

 Price / Margin

 Retention

 Return rate

FINANCIALS

 Revenue

 Expenses

 Profits

 Assets

 Liabilities
OPERATIONS & BUSINESS

 Days Worked

 Cycle Time

 Quantity

 Quality



What to Include in a Business Case
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Steps to putting together a winning business case

1. Compelling Questions

 Ask the right questions

2. Objective Measures and Facts

 Historical data, key metric indicators, segmented data

3. Powerful Visuals Charts (examples if possible)

 Charts with insights, that tell a story, and drive action

4. Use Qualitative Story Telling

 “Two of our top 3 salespeople came from other industries”

5. Link to Business Impact (ROI/Cost/Profit)

 The cost savings is a range of $1.0 to $3.0 Million

6. Risk Analysis of different scenarios

 Including “What if we do nothing”

?



Sample Business Case: ROI of Leadership
ROI of leadership
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1. Compelling Questions

 If leaders impact productivity, what financial impact do they have?

2. Objective Measures and Facts

 Average Cost per Piece Shipped & # off Site Damage Accidents

3. Powerful Visuals Charts (examples if possible)

 See the chart below

4. Use Qualitative Story Telling

 “Top managers can help reduce the number of loss & damage and lower the 
average cost per piece shipped

5. Link to Business Impact (ROI/Cost/Profit)

 Getting all leaders to Top 25% performance = $800 million to $1.1 billion

6. Risk Analysis “What if we do nothing”

 Higher cost per piece shipped and more loss/damage incidents

©  Human Capital Management Institute



Linking Business Strategy to Productivity and People
How workforce links to business strategy

Business Strategy HR Strategy & ActivitiesKPI MetricsWorkforce Strategy

Optimize Talent 
Operations

Customer Service 
Focus

Engage/ Retain 
Talent

Build Talent 
Pipeline

Customize pay based on 
Service & Job Criticality

Talent Management, 
Performance & Potential 

Training for Service 
Excellence

Training to build internal 
talent for key roles

Sales Growth

Customer Service 
Excellence

Build Workforce 
Talent & Skills

Total Cost of Workforce (% of Revenue)

Revenue/Profit per FTE

Management Span of Control

High Performer Turnover Rate

Employee engagement scores (NPS)

Customer satisfaction Scores 

Customer up-sell rates

Customer service training KPIs

Internal Hire Rate

Human Capital ROI Ratio

Return on Human Capital Investment

Quality of Hire Index
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Raise Workforce 
Productivity

Control 
Workforce Cost

Return on 
Invested Capital

Recruiting Top Talent 
Internally & Externally

©  Human Capital Management Institute



Poll Question
What kind of programs would have the largest impact at your 

organization?



Case Studies



Case Study: Does this Program Help or Hurt?
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Combining data for better insights

THE SITUATION

Early on in the analytics journey as a consultant, we were hired by an organization 
to answer a few of their key workforce questions.

OBJECTIVES

1. Where are we getting our high performers?

2. Since turnover was relatively high, what is our worst source of recruiting?

3. Is there a recruiting source or hiring source where we were consistently getting 
high performers, highly engaged people, high potentials that short of things?

4. Is there something from the recruiting process that we can do better in terms of 
optimizing where we are getting our talents from that would improve our 
retention meaning turnover in the first 90 days to 1 year?



Case Study: The Case of Employee Referrals
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RecruitingTurnover & 
Retention

RecruitingPerformanc
e & 

Engagemen
t

TEAM 1

• Exam Recruiting and Performance data

• Built their own little database to combine all the data

• Use statistical testing and modeling

Conclusion:

Employee Referral provides twice the likelihood that 
a new employee is going to be a high performer and 
high potential than other recruiting sources

TEAM 2

• Exam Recruiting and Turnover data

• Built their own little database to combine all the data

• Use statistical testing and modeling

Conclusion:

Employee Referral is the worst recruiting source 
where the most employee left in terms of their 
percentage of turnover rate.

Who do you think is right?



Poll Question
Who was right?



Case Study: The Power of Combining Data Sources
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Recruiting

Turnover & 
Retention

Performanc
e & 

Engagemen
t

RESULTS:

• The quality of employee referral depends on who the referrer is.

• When a high-performing employee gives a referral, it’s 3 times as likely that 
the new recruits would turn out to be high performers, high potentials. 

• Average and low performers often gave referrals for the bonus.

>> Either action would technically be correct and yet is still a wrong thing to do 
for the business! 

Both of them were right!

SOLUTIONS:

• Actively target high performers and ask them to refer more.

• Instead of giving the reward right away, they’d add some key 
milestones.
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Background

In 2013, HCMI collaborated with a Bank’s CFO to create a business case to expand operations to a location 
with the best talent for the best price. Originally, real estate and tax savings are the only consideration in 
their analysis. 

This project combined workforce supply and cost and reported a net saving of $140 million plus over a 10-
year period

Objective: Create a location optimization strategy in support of long-term growth, reduced risk and 
controlled workforce costs

Key Workforce Questions

 Considering the cost of labor, historical trends and projected future labor and economic conditions, 
how do we optimize our workforce?

 If economic conditions change, then can we stress-test locations so we know which geographies are 
optimal under many different economic scenarios?

 What is the best market for different critical skillsets and how do we determine a best workforce 
market?

Case Study: Location Optimization Model

©  Human Capital Management Institute



Case Study: Bank’s Location Optimization
Discover cost saving opportunities by optimizing workforce location
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Location Optimization Model Highlights

• 25 scenario variables included in model

• 12 markets were evaluated; 2100 unique positions were 

researched

• Labor arbitrage and supply models were developed

• Over 200 scenarios built

• Top-down Workforce Analytics and bottoms-up 

Workforce Planning

• Dashboard shows savings, costs, market differential, and 

primary variables selected 

©  Human Capital Management Institute



Case Study: Bank’s Location Optimization
Discover cost saving opportunities by optimizing workforce location
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Case Study: Bank’s Location Optimization
Cost Savings Executive Summary – 10 Years
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10-Year Overall Savings Comparison

City
Overall 
Ranking

Talent Supply 
Ranking

Total Savings Total Costs Net Savings NPV

Location 1 #1 6 $244.7M $104.9M $159.4M $76.9M

Final Winner Location 2 #2 3 $219.6M $105.1M $146.5M $68.1M 

Location 3 #3 7 $197.5M $104.9M $120.9M $52.9M 

Location 4 #4 8 $201.3M $105.2M $120.7M $52.3M 

Location 5 #5 1 $123.6M $104.9M $39.3M $1.1M

Location 6 #6 2 $110.7M $105.1M $15.4M -$14.2M

Location 7 #7 5 $82.1M $104.9M $9.55M -$17.9M

Initial Favorite Location 8 #8 4 $107.7M $104.9M $9.3M -$17.9M

• Location 8 was the initial favored market selected prior to the predictive analysis

• After the analysis and over 200 scenarios, findings were presented to the CFO

• Location 2 was selected due to labor savings + large highly experienced talent pool “better people at lower cost”

• Total savings calculated was $146.5 Million over 10 years

©  Human Capital Management Institute
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Stephen Weltz, Workforce Analytics Manager
Stephen.weltz@hcminst.com
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Workforce Intelligence 
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Workforce Intelligence Software
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